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Introduction
Let g be a classical complex simple Lie algebra. We assume g has a Z-
gradation of the form:
fl = fl(—l)+fl(0)+fl(l).
Let G be a connected complex Lie group with Lie algebra g, and G(0) the con-
nected subgroup of G corresponding to the Lie subalgebra g(0) of g. We further
assume that the pairs (G(0), g(ztl)) are irreducible regular prehomogeneous
vector spaces [6], [8]. Let dx be a 1-dimensional representation of the parabolic
subalegebra P=g(O)-(-g(l), and Cdλ its representation space. Let C/(g) and U(p)
be the universal enveloping algebras of g and t>, respectively. We denote by
V(dX) the generalized Verma module induced from d\:
and by L(d\) its irreducible quotient.
The purpose of this paper is to give a realization of the [/(g)-module L(dX)
using the irreducible relative invariant polynomial/ of the pair (G(0), g(—1)).
As an application, we recover the reducibility criterion of V{dX) (due to Jantzen
[2]) and show that it has a natural interpretation in terms of the zeros of the
^-function [4], [8] of/.
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1. Statement of main results
In this section we state our main results more precisely. Let g, g(0), g(±l),
py U(Q) and U(p) be as in the Introduction. In particular g is a classical com-
plex simple Lie algebra with ^-gradation of the form:
(l l) 8 = β(-l)+β(0)+β(l)
Let P be the normalizer of the parabolic subalgebra t>=g(O)+g(l) in G. Let
P be the universal covering group of P and π: P-+P the projection homomor-
phism. We choose an open neighborhood VczP of the identity element so that
there exists a section σ\ V->P of π.
We assume that the pairs (G(0), g(dzl)) are irreducible regular prehomo-
geneous vector spaces [6], [8]. Let / (resp. /*) be the irreducible relative in-
variant polynomial on g(—1) (resp. g(l)). By definition/is an irredicible poly-
nomial on g(—1) satisfying
(1.2) f(Ad(k) x) = X(k)f(x) (*e=G(0), * e f l ( - l ) )
for a 1-dimensional character X of G(0). We extend X to P trivially. We
also consider % as a character of P and denote it by the same letter.
Let iV" be the subgroup of G corresponding to g(—1). We denote the
inverse of the exponential map exp: g(— 1)->N~ by log: iV~-»g(—1). We set
O=N~V9 which is an open subset of G. Let λ be an arbitrary 1-dimensional
character of P. Let
(1.3) ff(λ)= ih:O^C:hisholomorphic,h(gq)==X(σ(q))h(g)9g(Ξθ9q(ΞV} .
We can identify H(X) with the space of holomorphic functions H(N~) on N~.
By differentiating the left G-translation on -fiΓ(λ), we get an algebra homomor-
phism φ: U(Q)->3)(N'") from U(Q) to the algebra £)(N~) of differential opera-
tors on N~ with holomorphic coefficients.
Let/
χ
 be the holomorphic function on O defined by
Mnq) = %-1/2(<r(?))/(log n) n^N~9 q^P.
We denote the differentials of λ and X by d\ and dX} respectively. Let μ=
μ(X) be the complex number defined by
(1.4) dX = μdX .
We consider the complex power zΛ=/~μ of /
χ
. Then <P(U(Q)) acts on vλ. Let
W(X)=<P(U(Q)). vλ, 2L l/(g)-module generated by ^ λ. Rigorously speaking, υλ
should be defined as follows. Let a be a variable. Let X be an open ball in
{Λ?eiV":/(log(Λ;))=t=0}. Let £){N~) [a] be a polynomial ring with coefficients
in 3){N-). Then N
Λ
=^)(N') [«]/• is a 4)(N~) [α]-module on X. We define
v
λ
 to be the image of /£ in the quotient <D(N~) [α]-module NJ(2μ+a) N
Λ
.
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Theorem 1.1. W(λ) is an irreducible highest weight U{^module with
highest weight λ. In other words, W(X) is isomorphic to L(d\).
If λ is the highest weight of a finite dimensional £/(g)-module, then the above
realization is a special case of the Borel-Weil Theorem. (See, for example, [5].)
As an application of Theorem 1.1, we give a reducibility criterion for the
generalized Verma modules V(dX). To state this, let/*(£)*) be the linear dif-
ferential operator with constant coefficients defined by
f*(D
s
) exp<£, x> =f*(ξ) exp <£, x> , f
where < , > is the Killing form on g. It is known [4], [6] that there exists a
polynomial b(s) such that
(1.5) f*(D
x
)f(χ)s = δW/(*)-S sec.
The polynomial b(s) is called the ό-ufnction of the relative invariant/.
Corollary 1.2. If —2μ is a positive integer or a zero of b(s), then V(dX)
is reducible.
This gives a new interpretation of a result of Jantzen [2] in this special case.
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Sections 4-7 by case-by-case consideration.
Corollary 1.2 is proved in Section 8.
2. Irreducible Regular Prehomogeneous Vector Spaces of Com-
mutative Parabolic Type
In this section we summarize a part of the results of [6] in a form conve-
nient to our purpose (See also [8]). We also give explicit formulas for the irre-
ducible relative invariant polynomials and the corresponding characters.
We retain the notations in Section 1. If (G(0), 8(±1)) are irreducible
regular prehomogeneous vector spaces, then the pairs (G(0), g ( i l ) ) a r e called
irredicϊble regular prehomogeneous vector spaces of commutative parabolic type.
According to [6], if g is classical, these are classified into the following four
cases.
Case I.
Q = sl(2n,C).
We define the gradation g=g(—l)+g(O)+g(l) by
g(0) = { P 1 ^ 1 : A, DeΞM
n
(C), trA+trD = 0} ,
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We set G=SL(2n, C). Then
G(0) = { \ A ° 1: A D<=GL(n, C), άetA detZ) = 1}
βc S(GL(n,C)xGL(n,C)).
The irreducible relative invariant/is given by
The character % defined by (1.2) is given by
Case II.
β = sp(2», C) = {J5ΓeM2),(C): 'XA2tl+A2nX = 0} ,
where ^42«
=: Λ
 wiΛ the » x « identity matrix l
rt.
9(
"
1) = { [ c o ] : C e M " ( c ) l ' c = C } '
9 ( O ) = { [ o J^'AeMn{c)}'
We set G=Sp{2n, C)=igeGL(2n, C): 'gA2Hg=A2n}. Then
G ( 0 ) =
for * =
( ) - 2 tor « =
Case III.
g - ίo(4«, C) = { ί e M t , ( C ) : 'XS4n+S4HX = 0, ίrJ? = 0} ,
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where SiH=
9(0) = { [ θ J^}
9(1) =
0ΰ
0 0
) , <B = -B} .
We set G=SO(4n, C)= (g(ΞGL(4», C): ^ 5 4 Λ ^=5 4 Λ > det ^ = 1}. Then
The irreducible relative invariant/is the Pfaffian defined by:
/'(*) = det C , * =
X(g) = (
Case IV.
g = so(n+2, C) = {X<ΞMU+2(C): 'Xsn+2+sn+2X = 0, trX = 0} ,
where s
Λ+2 =
10 0 -
2
0 1, 0
- J L o 0
2
0
*
.0
0
0
2*x
Q-
0
0.
:'x = (x
ι
,-,x.)f=C"},
9(0) =
9(1) =
a 0 0
0 Λ 0
0 0 -a]
Γ 0 2'x 0
0 0 )c
. 0 0 Oj
= 0, trA = 0} ,
We set
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G = S0(n+2, C) = lg(ΞGL(n+2, C): >g s
n+2g = *.+„ det g = 1} .
Then
'a
0
.0
0
A
0
o -
0
or
1
.
:a<=Cx,A<=SO(n,C)}^SO(n,C)xGL(l,C).
efl(-l),.χl+
for g =
'a
0
0
for y =
o o •
A 0
0 α"1
"0
.0
eφ
0
0
2'x
J .
0"
0
0.
Remark 2.1. Besides these four "classical" ones there exists an "exception-
al" irrecucible regular prehomogeneous vector space of commutative parabolic
type: g is the simple Lie algebra of type E7, g(0) is of type E6 and dim g(±l)
=27.
See [6] for the details.
3. W(\) is a highest weight module
In this section we show that the ί/(g)-module W{\) defined in Section 1 is a
highest weight module with highest weight λ. We retain the notations in the
previous sections.
Lemma 3.1. For a&G(0) f] V sufficiently near to the identity, we have
a-v
λ
=\(σ(a))vλ.
Proof. For n^N~ and jEF,we have
(a vλ) (nq) = v\a~ι nq)
= Λ(σ(a))v\nq).
Lemma 3.2. The Lie subalgebra g(l) annihilates vλ.
Q.E.D.
We first consider cases I—III simultaneously. In these cases the Lie
subalgebras g(—1), g(0) and g(l) are given in the following form:
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The subgroups G(0) and N~ are
Let v be any complex number, we define a 1-dimensional character λ = λ
v
 of
) for
Then z;λ is given by
(If we define the complex number μ by (1.4), then μ=—vβ (case I,ΓI) or μ=
—v (case III).)
Proof of Lemma 3.2 (cases I—III).
For Λ=Γ jj-jΠeg(l), n = P ?]eJV" and jeF, we have
ri -iJTiri on
=
 [o i \[cΛq
1 O Ί Γ I - J ^ Γ C
c{\-sxc)-1 l J L o l
In the above calculations we assumed that 5 is small enough so that (1—sXC)'1
exists. Now from the definition of vκ, we have
= \{σ(q)) detiOil-sXC)-1}* det(l-sXCy
= λ(σ(?))det(C)"
Differentiating this at ί = 0 , we get the assertion of the lemma in cases I—III.
Q.E.D.
We consider the remaining case IV. In this case the subgroups G(0)
and N~ are given by
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'a
0
.0
0
A
0
0 "
0
a"
1
.
\ A<=SO(n, n, C)χGL(l,C)
and
1 0 0
* 1. 0 :'* = (*1, . ,*,)eC">.
" a
0
.0
*
A
0
*
Jxx 2'x 1
Let v be any complex number, we define a 1-dimensional character λ = λ
v
 of
= α
v
 for π(g)=g =
Then iΛ is given by
1 0 0
* 1, 0
I'xx 2'x U
(If we define the complex number μ by (1.4), then μ=
Proof of Lemma 3.2 (case IV).
Γ0 2'x 0
For ,4 =
we have
exp(—sA) nq
0 0 z
0 0 0
1 0 01
* 1. 0
*** 2'x 1
—vl2).
and
0 0
(x-s('xx)z)
(l-2ί*«»+ιl('«ar) ('««))) *
' Λ Λ;
* 1
0
0
*
0
In the above calculations we assumed that s is small enough so that (1—
^('zz) ('xx))'1 exists. From the definition of τ>λ, we have
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from which the lemma follows.
From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 we have:
Q.E.D.
Proposition 3.4. The U(Q)-tnodule W(X)~φ(U(Q)). vλ is a highest weight
module with highest weight λ.
4. The irreducibility of W(\) (Case I)
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 in case I. We retain the notations
in the previous sections. First we analyze the representation space <p(U(Q)). υλ
= W(\). From the definition (1.3), we can identify H(X) with the space H(N~)
of holomorphic functions on N~. The latter space can be idnetified with the
space H(Q(—1)) of holomorphic functions on g(—1) via the exponential map.
Let (£y*)/,*=i, ,n be the nXn matrix units, and (#/*)/,*=i, ,n the standard co-
ordinate system on
Then the set of matrices
(4.1) EJk =
gives a basis of g(—1). It is easy to see that Ejk acts on H(\)=H(Q(—1)) as
— . By the Poincarό-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we have
dxjk
t/(
β
(0)) -1))) ^
where i^ const(8(~~l)) ^s the set of constant coefficient differential operators on
β ( - i ) .
For the proof of Theorem 1.1, we introduce simple root vectors of g ex-
plicitly. Let
0 0
0
0 1
0 0
o ••.
0 0 00
and let E
β
=Eltn.
Since W(\) is a highest weight module by Proposition 3.4, the following
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theorem yields its irreducibility.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose w&W(X) is annihilated by every <p(E
c6),j=l, —,
2n—l. Then w is a scalar multiple of the highest weight vector vκ.
We need some lemmas for the proof of this Theorem. We can assume
w is a weight vector. In particular, w may be considered as a weight vector with
respect to the center of g(0).
Let
2 Lo — ]
which is an element of the 1-dimensional center of g(0). It is easy to check
that dX(z)= — n.
Lemma 4.2. Let μ be the complex number defined by (1.4). Then the
element z acts on H(X)=H(Q(—1))
(4.2) <?(*)= ±iXμ-A-+μn.
In other words, φ{z) is essentially the Euler's differential operator.
Proof. For q&V and
we have
^ 1 . 0
o ^ i
Hence, for AeH(λ)=H(fl(-l)), we have
r) h}(mq) = h(exρ(—s%) mq)
= \(exp(-sz))h(esC)
Differentiating this at s=0, we get the lemma. Q.E.D.
As a function on g(—1), vλ has homogeneous degree —2nμ. By Lemma
4.2 if the vector w in Theorem 4.1 is a weight vector with respect to φ(z)f then
it must be a homogeneous function on g(—1). Since w is a linear combination
of various partial derivatives of vλ> we can assume that it is a linear combination
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of the ί-th derivatives of vλ some fixed nonnegative integer i. Hence we can
assume that
(4.3) ^ ) = «(C)(detC)-«"' for * = | ^ ° ] e g ( l ) (C = (*„))
where a(C) is a homogeneous polynomial in xjk whose degree is (n— 1) i.
Let U be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G(0) generated by {exp^i?^)}
 jdFn.
Since w is annihilated by iφ(E
Λ
)}jdip
n> w is an ^4d(t/)-invariant function on
g(—1). Since (detC)"2μ"i is ^rf(C/)-invariant, a(C) is also an ^J(C/)-invariant
polynomial. The following proposition on the ring of ^4rf(t/)-invariant poly-
nomials on g(—1) is due to Johnson [3]. (See also Muller, Rubenthaler and
Schiffmann [6].)
Proposition 4.3. Let C[Q(—1)]U be the ring of Ad(U)-invariant polynomi-
als on 8 (—1). Then it is isomorphic to the polynomial ring with n indeterminates:
Here Ij is given by the following formulas:
(4.4) Ij = det , j = 1 , 2 , « ,w .
Xft 1 xnj
We also need:
Lemma 4.4. The simple root vector E
β
 acts on H(X)=H(Q(—1)) as
(4.5) φ(E
β
) = Έxjn xik - g | - + 2 ^ i » >
where 2μxln means a multiplication operator.
Proof. Using E
β
 instead of A in the calculations of the proof of Lemma
3.2, for Ae£Γ(g(-l)), we have
{exp(sE
β
)h}(xjk) = (l-sxln)-2iUh(Xjk+sxi»Xlk).
l—txln
Differentiating this at ί = 0 , we get the lemma. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.5. If we write <p(E
β
)=D
β
+2μxlny then Dβ acts on det(xjk)
(4.6) D
β
(det(xJk)) = xln dεt(xjk).
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we have
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Z)^det(*y4))-» = -2μxlH
Since D
β
 is a first-order differential operator, the left hand side of the above
equation is
-2μάet(xJt)-*-ιD,(dtt(xit)),
from which the lemma follows. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.
If d\=0> then v
λ
—v° corresponds to the function whose value is identi-
cally 1 on g(—1). Hence W(X)=φ(U(Q)) vλ is the 1-dimensional trivial g-
module and Theorem is obvious in this case.
Suppose rfλΦO and assume w(x) is annihilated by all the φ(E
Λ
.)yj=l, •••,
2n—l. Recall (4.3) that we can assume
to = w{x) = a(C) (det C)^'1.
Here a(C) is a homogeneous polynomial in {xjk} with homogeneous degree
(w— 1) i. If i=0, we have nothing to prove. Hence we assume i>0. By Prop-
osition 4.3 we conclude a(C) is an element of C[IU •••, /„]. By Lemma 4.5 we
have
φ(E
β
) v>(x) = (D
β
+2μxln) (a(C) (de
= (D
β
 a) (C) {detOy^-'-ilμ+i) a(C) (detC)"2"-'-1 D
β
(detC)
= (D
β
 a) (C) (detC)-»-'-(2μ+i) xln α(C) {άttθ)-»ί-i+2μxln a{C) (d
= {{D
β
 a) (C)-ixln a(C)} (
Hence φ(E
β
) w{x)=0 implies (D
β
a){C)—ixlna(O)—0. Since a(C) has homo-
geneous degree ni—i, we write a(C) in the following form:
0<,w<ί
where ^ ( / ^ , I
n
-X)εC^, - , / Λ _ 2 ] . Then by Lemma 4.5
(D
β
-ixln) a(C) = o Σ < f {Dβ am+(m-i) xln aj I»n .
Hence we have
(D
β
 a) (I19 .-, In^)+(m-i)xln am(Ily -., /,_,) = 0
We consider the coefficients of xltt in the above equation. We can write Dβ as
follows:
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Λ
,
ΌXln *-i dxϊk i*
22
 0XJn /Φi OXjk
*φl
From the definition of I19 •••,/„-! (4.4), am(Iu # ,/Λ-i) contains no Λ?U, •• ,Λ?1
2^n> •*•> »^n Hence the above description of D
β
 shows that the coefficient of xln
in (D
β
 a) (I
x
, •••, I
n
^) is equal to zero. This implies a
m
(Il9 •••, In^) is equal to
zero for any m. Hence w(x) must be zero. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.
5. The irreducibility of W(λ) (Case II)
In this section we set Q=sp(2n, C) and prove the irreducibility of W(\) in
case II. We use the notations in Section 2. In particular the Lie subalgebra
g(—l) is given by
As in the previous section we identify H(\) with H(Q(—1)). Let {eJk}j k-u~.
be the matrix units of nxn matrices and (xjk) ί<j^kKn the standard coordi-
nate system on g(—1). Then the set of matrices
Γ 0 01
μ = \ , \<j<,k<n
gives a basis of g(—1). It is easy to see that Ejk acts on H(X)=H(Q(— 1)) as
forj<k, a]
dxjk
theorem, we have
5— nd as —2 —5— forj=k. Hence by the Poincarό-BirkhofF-Witt
dxjk dXjj
φ(U(Q))*Λ =
Let
Γ e . 0 Ί
Λ
. = 1 _ ^ I,
- l , where βy =*,.
Let E
β
 =
We prove the following Theorem which yields the irreducibility of W(\).
Theorem 5.1. Suppose w^W(X) is annihilated by every φ(E
Λ
 )yj=\, •••,
n— 1 and <p(E
β
). Then w is a scalar multiple of the highest weight vector vλ.
We can assume that w is a weight vector and consider the weight of the
central element
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-
 1
Γ
1
* ° 1
"2L0-1J'z
of g(0). The following lemma can be proved by a calculation similar to that
in the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 5.2. Let μ be the complex number defined by (1.4). Then the
element z acts on H(X)=H(Q(—1)) as the following differential operator:
(5.1)
 Ψ dxjk
As a function on g(— 1), vλ has homogeneous degree —2nμ. Hence if the
vector w in Theorem 5.1 is a weight vector with respect to φ(z), then it must
be a homogeneous function on g(—1). Hence w must be a linear combination
of the ί-th derivatives of vλ for some fixed nonnegative integer L Hence we can
assume that
(5.2) .«(*) = α(C)(detC)-2*- for x = ^ " ^  J, 'C = C, C = (*J4)
where α(C) is a homogeneous polynomial in {xjk}j^k whose degree is (n—1) ί.
Let C/ be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G(0) determined by the sim-
ple root vectors {^.}/-if...fΛ-i. Since w is annihilated by {φ(EΛ)}j=h...n^u
then w is an ^ 4</(i7)-invariant function on g(0). Since (detC)"2M>"J is Ad(U)-
invariant, we conclude that a(C) is also an ^ 4i(ί7)-invariant polynomial. Here
we need Johnson's result [3].
Proposition 5.3. The ring of Ad{ZJ)-invaήant polynomials C[g(—l)]u is
isomorphic to the polynomial ring with n indeterminates:
Here I} are given by the following formulas:
(5.3) Ij = det
X 11
Lemma 5.4. The simple root vector E
β
 acts on H(X)—H(Q(—1)) as the
differential operator:
(5.4) φ(E
β
) - Σ Xju Xkn -^-+2μX
nn
 .
i& dXjk
Lemma 5.5. If we write E
β
=D
β
+2μxnnJ then
(5.5) D
β
(det0) = x
nn
(det0) for O ='C,C = (xμ).
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We omit the proof.
Proof of the Theorem 5.1.
If dX=Oy then W(X) is the 1-dimensional trivial g-module and Theorem
is obvious.
Suppose </λ=φ=0 and
w = w(x) = a(c) (det C)-2μw<Ξ W(X)y C='C= (xjk)
is annihilated by φ(E
ct.) j=ίy •••,«—1 and φ(Eβ). Here a(C) is a homogene-
ous polynomial in {xJk}j^k with homogeneous degree (n— l)i. We can assume
z>0. By Proposition 5.3 we conclude a(C) is an element of C[Ily •••, /„]. We
consider the action of the simple root vector E
β
. By Lemma 5.6 we have
φ
(E
β
) w(x) = (D
β
+2μx
an
) a(C) (det C)-"1"1
= (Dp a) (C) (det (^-^-'-(Zμ+l) a(O) (det C)-"*-'"1 I>p(det C)
+2μxMfl(C){detC)-»-'
= (Dp α)(C)(det C)-^--(2^+0 *„„ α(C)(det Cy^'+Zμx^ α(C)(det C)-»-'
= {(D
β
 a) {C)-ix
nn
 a(C)} (det
Hence <p(JSβ) W(Λ?)=0 imples (Z)
β
α)(C)—ίΛ:
nHα(C)=O. Since α(C) has homo-
geneous degree ni—i, we write a(C) in the following form:
0^»ι<ί
where ^(/ j , •••, /
n
_1)GC[/1, •••, /J . Then by Lemma 5.5
(D
β
-tx
nn
) a(C) =
o
 J ]
 ί
 {/), β
a ι
+ ( « - ί ) ^
n n
 β.} /? .
Hence we have
(D
β
 a
m
) (Ily.-, I^+tm-i) xnn au(Iu - , In.x) = 0 0<m<i.
We consider the coefficients of x
nn
 in the above equation. We can write D
β
 as
follows:
»
 x
*» ~r
8*,. J=i JW 3 ^
 Λ
From the definition (5.3) of Ily ••*,/„_!, am(Ily •••,/«_!) contains no xXnyX2ny •••,
Λ?Mn. Hence the above description of Z)β shows that the coefficient of xnn in
(D
β
a) (ij, •••,/„_!) is equal to zero. This implies a
m
(Ily * ,/M_i) is equal to
zero for any m. Hence w(x) is zero. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Q.E.D.
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6. TheirredicibilityofTF(λ) (Case IΠ)
In this section we set Q=so(4n, C) and prove the irreducibility of W(X) in
case III. We use the notations in Section 2. In particular the Lie subalgebra
g(—1) is given by
Γ f\ Π Ί
y)> ^ — ~~W
We identify H(X) with H(Q(—1)) as in the previous sections. Let {0, *}, ,*=i,...,2n
be the matrix units of 2nx2n matrices, and (xJk) l^jKk^n the standard co-
ordinate system on g(—1). Then the set of matrices
Γ 0 OΊ
jk = \ \,l<j<k<2n
gives a basis of g(—1). It is easy to see that Ejk acts on if(λ)=£Γ(g(—1)) as
— . Hence by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we have
dX
Let
- Γ " ° !•'<
LO -'βyj
ΓO
Let - ' - 0
We prove the following Theorem which yields the irreducibility of W(X).
Theorem 6.1. Suppose w^W(X) is annihilated by every φ(E
βtJ),j=l, •••,
2n— 1 and φ(E
β
), then w is a scalar multiple of the highest weight vecotr vλ.
We can assume that w is a weight vector and consider the weight of the
central element
2 L 0 - i f c j
of 9(0).
Lemma 6.2. Let μ be the complex number defined by (1.4). Then the ele-
ment z acts on H(X)=H(Q(—1)) as the following differential operator:
(6.1)
 φ
{z)
As a function on g(—1), vλ has homogeneous degree —2nμ. Hence if the
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vector w in Theorem 6.1 is a weihgt vector with respect to the φ(z), then it
must be a homogeneous function on g(— 1). Hence zo is a linear combination
of the z-th derivatives of vλ for some fixed nonnegative integer i. Hence we
can assume that
(6.2) zo(x) = a(C) (detC)-"- , * = [ ^  f ] . Ό =-O,O = (xik)
where a(C) is a homogeneous polynomial in {#,*}/<* whose degree is (2n—ί)i.
Let U be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G(0) determined by
{E*}y=i,...,2n-i Since w is annihilated by {φ{E
Λ
)} j=lt...ι2n-ι> w is an Ad(U)-
invariant function on^(—1). Since (detC)""μ~> is Jlrf(£/)-invariant, we conclude
that a(C) is an ^4rf(i7)-invariant polynomial. Here we need Johnson's result [3],
Proposition 6.3. The ring of Ad{U)-invariant polynomials C[g(—ί)]u is
isomorphic to the polynomial ring with n indeterminates:
Here Ij are given by the following formulas:
Γ 0 # 1 2 ••• #12/
(6.3) J ; = det 0 X 22j
L *12; 0 J
, / = 1 , 2 , — , » .
Lemma 6.4. The simple root vector E
β
 acts on ίf(λ)=.ίΓg(—(—1)) as:
(x X -X X ) 9
\ /2»~1 k2n tΛ'j2tt tΛ/k2n—\)~Z
ι
2 yίv v __9___4_ 2 vίv v ^
T^  -<LJ Λ / 2 Λ - 1 Λr2n-12n
 Λ
 Π^ -^ -l Λi2n Λ 2»-12n
 Λ
Lemma 6.5. if we ίwite 9>(JBp) = Dp+2/i*2B_i2B) ίAew Dβ(detG) =
2x2n.12K (detC)for CeM 2 B(C), ' C = - C .
Proof of Theorem 6.1.
If ί/λ=0, then W(X) is the 1-dimensional trivial g-module and Theorem is
obvious.
Suppose </λφO and
w
 =
 w
(χ) =
 a
(C) (detC)-μ- 1<Ξ W(X), C = -<C = (#jA)
is annihilated by φ{E
Λ
^) j=l, •••, w—1 and <p(2?
β
). Here α(C) is a homogeneous
polynomial in {#,*},<* with homogeneous degree (2n— ί)i. We can assume
/>0. By Proposition 6.3, a(C) is an element of C[I19 •••, /J . By Lemma 5.6,
we have
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φ
(E
β
) «(*) = (D
β
+2μx2n.12Λ) a(C) (detC)-"-'
= (D
β
a) (C) (detCy-'-iμ+ΐ) a{C) (detC)-"-'' D
β
(detC)
+2μx2n.12n a(C) (detC)-"-'
= (D
β
a) (C) (detC)-"-'-2(M+i) x2n.12n
+2μx2n.ι2na(C)(detC)-'ι-i
= i(D
β
a) (C)-2tx2n.12na(C)} (
Hence φ(E
β
)w(x)=0 implies (D
β
ά) (O)—2ix2lt_12na(C)=0. Since a(C) has
homogeneous degree 2ni—i, we write a(C) in the following form:
where α
w
(.7Ί, •••, / H ) ε C [ / , , •••, 7J. Then by Lemma 6.5,
(D
β
-2ix2n_12n) a{C) = Σ {Z>p am+2(m-i) x2n.12H aj /? .
0£m<l
Hence we have
(D
β
 a
m
) (I
u
 .-, /
n - 1 )+2(rn-0 ^ 2 n,1 2 r t am(Iu - , 7,^) = 0, 0
We consider the coefficients of Λ?2«-i2n ί
n
 the above equation. Since
2«2 g 2«i g
+ 2 j ^ 2 Λ - 1 ^2n-l2n "Γ ~ 4 " Σ ^y2» ^2»-l2» ~Z
and from the definition of I
u
••••, 7
Λ
_X (6.3), aw contains no Λ?12n-i> #"> ^ 2n-22n-i>
i^2«> *••> 2^n-i2« Hence the above description of D
β
 shows that the coefficient of
#2Λ-I2« m (Dpa){Ii> '">In-i) ίS equal to zero. This implies a
m
(Ily •• ,7n>1) is
equal to zero for any tn. Hence w{x) is in fact zero. This completes the proof
of Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D.
7. Proofoftheirredicibilityof W(λ) (Case IV)
In this section we set Q=so(n-\-2> C) and prove the irreducibility of W(X)
in case IV. We use .the notations in Section 2. In particular the Lie sub-
algebra g(— 1) is given by
"0
X
0
0
0
2'x
0
0
0_
fl(-l)= { x   \χ(=C} .
We identify H(\) with H(Q(—1)). Let {x,) l<,j^τt be the standard coordinate
system on g(— ί)^C and {Ej}
 j=ι,...,n the standard basis of C*. It is easy to
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see that Ej acts on H(X)=H(Q(-1)) as —. By the Poincarό-Birkhoff-Witt
theorem, we have Xj
We introduce the following notations of matrices:
We set /=[»/2j and, for/=l, —, /—I, wet
"0
O
0
O E
-Έ O
0
If n is odd, then we set
0
O e
-*e 0
If n is even, then we set
0
o
0
O E'
-Έ' O
o o
Let
"0 *e
O
o "•
0
We prove the following Theorem.
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Theorem 7.1. Suppose w^W(\) is annihilated by every φ{E
Λ
)ij=\i •••, I,
and φ(E
β
), then w is a scalar miltiple of the highest weight vector vλ.
We can assume that w is a weight vector and consider the weight of the
central element
z =
1
0
- 1 J
of 9(0).
Lemma 7.2. Let μ be the complex number defined by (1.4). Then the
element z acts on H(X)~H(Q(—1)) as the following differential operator:
(7.1)
"0
*
0
0
0
2'x
0"
0
0
As a function on g(— 1), vk has homogeneous degree — 4μ. Hence if the
veator w in Theorem 7.1 is a weight vector with respect to the φ(z), then it is a
homogeneous function on g(—1). Hence w is a linear combination of the i-th
derivatives of vλ for some nonnegative integer z. Hence we assume that
(7.2) w(y) = a(x)(txx)-2ll-i for y =
where a(x) is a homogeneous polynomial in {xj} whose homogeneous degree is i.
Let U be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G(0) determined by the sim-
ple root veators {E
Λ
}j=ι...h Since w is annihilated by iφ(EΛj)}js=lr..tι^ly w is
an ^rf(£/)-invariant function on g(—1). Since (^xxγ2μ"t is ^4rf(ί/)-invariant, we
conclude that a(x) is also an ^rf(£/)-invariant polynomial. Here we need
Johnson's result [3].
Proposition 7.3. The ring of Ad(U)-invariant polynomials C[Q(— ί)]u is
isomorphic to the polynomial ring with two indeterminates;
Here I
x
 and I2 are given by the following formulas:
(7.3) Λ = * ! + \ / = ϊ xl912 = *xx.
Lemma 7.4. The simple root vector E
β
 acts on H(\)=H(Q(—1)) as the
following differential operator:
(7.4) φ(E
β
) = 2(Xl- V = ϊ «,) (φ(s)+2μ)-I2 (-£-- V = I ~ )
\ OX1 OX2 '
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where φ(z) is given by Lemma 7.2 and / 2 = ' A : # .
If we set J=x1—\/^ϊ x2 and Z ) = — — \/^ϊ J L , then DI2=2J.
dx1 dx2
Proof of Theorem 7.1.
If rfλ=0, then W(X) is the 1-dimensional trivial g-module and Theorem is
obvoius.
Suppose rfλφO and w=zv(y)=a(x)(txx)~2μ~t is annihilated by all φ(E
Λ
)
i = l > ••*>/ and φ(E
β
). Here α(#) is a homogeneous polynomial in {xj} with
homogeneous degree i. We can assume *>0. By Proposition 7.3 we conclude
a(x) is an element of C [Ily I2], By Lemma 7.4
-/ 2 D} a(x) I^'1
a(x) If-'-φa) (x) U2lι-i+1+2(2μ+i)JI^-1 a(x)
Hence φ(E
β
) H>(Λ:)=O implies (Da) (*)=0. Since a(x) has homogeueous degree
i, we can write it as the following form:
Then
(Da) (x) = Σ
= Σ
= Σ
Since ί>Λ in the summation of the above equation, we conclude that (Da) (x)=
0 implies a(x)=0. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. Q.E.D.
8. Reducibilities of generalized Verma modules
In this section we discuss the reducibilites of Verma Modules induced
from the maximal parabolic subalgebra p (Corollary 1.2). This gives a re-
presentation theoretic interpretation of the zeros of the δ-function.
Let dX be a one dimensional representation of p. Let Cdλ be the re-
presentation space of dX. We define generalized Verma module V(dX) by
V(d\)=U(Q)®
uip)Cd>.
Jantzen [2] gave a reducibility criterion for V(dX) using his formulas for deter-
minants of contravariant forms. (Jantzen's result is, in fact, much more general.)
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Let μ be the complex number defined by (1.4). By our construction of the
irreducible highest weight module W(X), we can recover Jantzen's result in the
following form:
Coroltary 8.1. If —2μ is a positive integer or a zero of the b-function b(s)
off, then V(dX) is reducible.
Proof. If — 2μ is a positive integer, then the highest weight vector υλ=
f~2μ of W(\) is a polynomial function on #(1). Hence W(X) becomes finite di-
mensional and V{d\) is reducible.
Now we consider the case when b(—2μ)=0. In case I the equation (1.5)
is given explicitly by the following Capelli's identity (See Weyl [10]):
(8.1) (det(8/8*,,)) det(xjk)s =
Suppose V{dX) is irreducible. Then W(X) and V(dX) are isomorphic. But
then by the Poincarό-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, W(X) is isomorphic to U(Q(— 1))
as vector spaces. Then
(—l) w φ(Elσω) φ(E2σω) φ(En<τ(n)) Vλ =
must be linearly independent, where σ runs over the set S
n
 of all permutations
of {1,2, -- ,w}. (Recall (4.1) that JS' /s are basis elements of g(— 1).) Since
b(—2μ)=0f this contradicts to the Capelli's identity. Hence V(dX) is also
reducible in this case.
Case II-IV can be treated completely analogously, the role of (8.1) being
played by the following formulas:
Case II
det
9 1 d 1 9
dx
n
 2 dx12
1 9 9
2 dx12 dx22
1 9
2 dxln
_ 2 dxln dxnt
where /(#,,) is the determinant of the n X n symmetric matrix
Case III
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where/(# l ;) is the Pfaffian of the 2nx2n antisymmetric matrix (x^) and given
explicitly by the following formula:
f(χ..) = 5] Sgn(σ) #σ(l)σC2) *σ(2«-l)<r2«)
Case IV
( ± l^-)2) ( Σ *?)' = 4*+(»-2)/2) ( Σ xf)"1 Q.E.D.
9. Final remarks
1. Using the result of Jantzen [2] (see also Enright, Howe and Wallach [1]),
one can verify that the statement of Corollary 8.1 is true in the exceptional case
(mentioned in Remark 2.1) also.
2. Let (G
o
, K
o
) be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric pair of tube type. Let
g0 (resp. Io) be the Lie algebra of Go (resp. KQ), and go^oθPo the Cartan decom-
position of g0. By convention we delete the subscript o to denote complexified
Lie algebras. So we have the decomposition Q=l®p of the compexified Lie
algebra g. The Lie algebra ϊ0 has the 1-dimensional center Z=Rz, where the
eigenvalues of z under the adjoint action on p are ± t . Let
p+ = {x^pI [s, x] = ix} and p" = {x&p \ [z, x] = — ix} .
If we set Q(—l)=p~y g(0)=ϊ and g(l)=t ) +, then we have a Z-gradation
Then the pairs (G(0), g(±l)) are irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector
spaces of commutative parabolic type. If λ, a 1-dimensional character of g(0),
corresponds to a zero of the ό-function, then it is known that the g0-module
W(X) is unitarizable. See [1], [7] and [9].
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